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Abstract 

Adjusting strategies to manage daily goal pursuit with new functional limitations may not only 

impact patients’, but also their partners’ affect. Associations between patients’ control strategies 

and both partners’ affect were examined at the onset of patients’ incontinence following 

prostatectomy. Eight-day diary data from 180 heterosexual couples were used to fit two-level 

models. In patients, investing personal resources to keep up goal pursuit despite incontinence 

(selective primary control) was associated with better affect, particularly when incontinence was 

pronounced. Yet, partners’ decreased negative affect coincided with patients’ asking for help and 

using technical aids (compensatory primary control) when patients’ incontinence was severe. 

Patients and partners may benefit from different control strategies used by patients, especially 

when patients’ functional limitations are pronounced. 
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Patients with prostate cancer undergoing surgical removal of the prostate gland (i.e., radical 

prostatectomy; RP) face a number of challenges to independence as they recover from the side 

effects of surgery (Chen et al., 2017; Knoll, Wiedemann, Schultze, Schrader, & Heckhausen, 

2014). As functional limitations fluctuate and change post-surgery, patients need to flexibly 

adjust their control striving for independence to whatever is their current level of functioning. A 

number of studies have documented that patients’ partners, who are usually also their primary 

informal caregivers, take much part in all phases of their partners’ disease, treatment, and 

recovery (Eton, Lepore, & Helgeson, 2005; Gray, Fitch, Labreque, & Fergus, 2000). Partners also 

have to adapt to patients’ functional limitations and the way patients navigate difficulties when 

they pursue goals of daily living (Arrington, 2005; Knoll et al., 2015; Resendes & McCorkle, 

2006). In this study, patients’ and partners’ experiences of patients’ post-surgery functional 

limitations, patients’ control strategies used to navigate these limitations, and their relations with 

patients’ and partners’ daily affect are examined.   

Radical Prostatectomy and Post-surgery Functional Limitations 

Prostate cancer is now the second most incident aging-related cancer in men worldwide 

(Bray et al., 2018), with RP being a standard treatment (Heidenreich et al., 2014). Whereas 

mortality outcomes of RP were reported to be better than those of other standard treatment 

options (Wallis et al., 2016), postoperative functional limitations, including urinary incontinence 

and sexual dysfunctions, are highly frequent and limit patients’ quality of life (Chen et al., 2017). 

Compared with sexual dysfunctions, incontinence seems to be a more consistent correlate of 

lowered quality of life in patients up to two years following RP (Rondorf-Klym & Colling, 2003).  

In the majority of patients following RP, incontinence sets in and is most pronounced 

immediately following the removal of the indwelling post-operative catheter (Prabhu, Sivarajan, 

Taksler, Laze, & Lepor, 2014). Although incontinence was shown to recede within 6 to 12 
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months in most patients, on an individual level its course is hard to predict; about 15% of patients 

report poor urinary control even at 24 months following RP (Chen et al., 2017). Initially, patients 

have little direct means of controlling incontinence, except for using sanitary pads and restricting 

daily activities to environments that provide restrooms (Ahnis & Knoll, 2008). 

The Motivational Theory of Life-span Development 

A model highly suitable to capture the process of individual adaptation to the onset of 

morbidity-related functional limitations is the motivational theory of life-span development 

(MTD; e.g., Heckhausen & Schulz, 1995, Heckhausen Wrosch, & Schulz, 2010; Heckhausen, 

Wrosch, & Schulz, 2019). MTD proposes that control striving to reach important goals in life 

critically depends on the degree to which chosen goals are attainable. Strategies to control goal 

pursuit (see Table 1 for an overview) include those that address the environment (primary control 

strategies) and those that address internal processes such as goal setting, motivational investment, 

and affective response to failure and loss (secondary control strategies; cf. Rothbaum, Weisz, & 

Snyder, 1982). MTD conceptualizes the use of such control strategies at different levels of 

temporal resolution. These include the pursuit of long-term developmental goals (e.g., family 

planning) in the face of developmental deadlines (e.g., menopause; Heckhausen et al., 2010, 

2019). But they also include the pursuit of short-term goals, such as the maintenance of activities 

of daily living while dealing with health-related functional limitations (Heckhausen, Wrosch, & 

Schulz, 2013; Schilling et al., 2016; Schulz, Heckhausen & O’Brien, 2000; Wahl, Becker, 

Burnmedi, & Schilling, 2004). 

Primary control strategies are assumed to drive the motivational system and refer to 

attempts to change the external world to pursue one’s goals. Heckhausen et al. (2010, 2019; 

Table 1) distinguish two primary control strategies. Selective primary control refers to investing 

personal resources, such as effort or time, into goal pursuit, even if barriers are encountered. For 
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instance, when persons are facing functional limitations such as urinary incontinence, the 

maintenance of daily activities typically requires more preparation (order pads, plan restroom 

routes) and time (e.g., for packing protective measures or a change of clothes before leaving the 

house). If individuals are willing to invest this effort and time to keep up daily routines instead of 

refraining from outdoor activities as much as possible they would practice selective primary 

control. Compensatory primary control is used when the capacity for goal pursuit is more 

severely limited or the goal is otherwise very difficult to attain. Here, detours (e.g., use routes 

with public restrooms) or external resources, such as technical aids (e.g., sanitary pads) or help 

from others, are actively used to achieve one’s goals (Heckhausen et al., 2010, 2019).  

Secondary control strategies target internal processes to regulate goal pursuit or disengage 

from it (Heckhausen et al., 2010, 2019; Table 1). Using selective secondary control, individuals 

intensify their commitment to achieve a goal, for example by reminding themselves of how 

important a particular goal is to them or of how proud they will feel once they have accomplished 

their goal. If goal attainment is out of reach, however, disengaging from it may be the better 

choice. Compensatory secondary control entails goal disengagement and the protection of 

motivational resources for use in other goal pursuits. Heckhausen et al. (2019) point out that 

measures to protect one’s motivational resources upon disengagement from a goal may take 

different forms, including dimensional comparison, when persons remind themselves that in other 

areas of life they are functioning quite well. 

In a recent overview, Heckhausen and colleagues (2019) review the different roles of 

emotions and affect during goal pursuit. For instance, when consequences of goal attainment are 

anticipated, emotions can function as incentives for or instigators of action. Moreover, successful 

goal attainment can enhance positive or reduce negative affect, depending on the nature of the 

pursued goal. Likewise, when a goal cannot be attained and has to be abandoned, negative affect 
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arising from compromised self-esteem can be regulated by use of compensatory secondary 

control strategies that protect motivational resources (Heckhausen et al., 2019).  

Concerning emotional consequences of goal pursuit, individuals’ use of primary and 

secondary control were shown to be beneficial while navigating health-related barriers, especially 

when control strategies were used to pursue goals that are attainable in terms of opportunities for 

and constraints to the individual’s control striving (Heckhausen et al., 2010; 2019; Wrosch, 

Schulz, & Heckhausen, 2004). In line with this, even goal disengagement, as part of 

compensatory secondary control, was shown to be associated with enhanced quality of life 

(Barlow et al., 2019), namely when health problems were uncontrollable and therefore selective 

primary control striving would have been wasteful and frustrating (Hall, Chipperfield, 

Heckhausen, & Perry, 2010; Schilling et al., 2016; Wrosch et al. 2004).  

Extending Predictions of the Motivational Theory of Life-span Development to an Inter-

personal Level 

To date, relatively much is known about how control strategy use is related to goal 

pursuers’ own emotional adaptation to health issues (e.g., Heckhausen et al., 2019). A 

comparatively neglected field of study is if and how patients’ use of control strategies in daily 

goal pursuit is related to affective responses of close others and if the use of some control 

strategies may have more consistent inter-personal effects than others. 

At the onset of functional limitations, selective control strategies that place emphasis on 

self-reliance, will likely be used by patients in attempts to reclaim their pre-morbidity level of 

functioning and independence in daily living. Patients invest available motivational resources 

(selective primary control) and where necessary enhance their own motivational commitment 

(selective secondary control) to particularly important goals to keep up their daily activities (cf. 

Phillips et al., 2000). From a partner’s perspective, both processes may be somewhat less 
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observable than those that entail changes in the couple’s daily living, such as when patients give 

up certain activities. As a consequence, partners’ emotional responses to patients’ use of selective 

control strategies might not be as consistent or pronounced. A notable exception may occur when 

as a result of intense use of selective primary and secondary control patients run the risk of 

overtaxing themselves and partners respond with worry (Philips et al., 2000).  

On the other hand, patients’ adjustments to daily activities that are steered by compensatory 

control strategies should be more salient and easier to detect and may thus be expected to have 

more consistent inter-personal effects on partners. Using compensatory primary control, patients 

enlist help from their social network or take detours to pursue their goals, for instance, by using 

technical aids when functional capacity is limited. Both compensatory primary control strategies 

may affect patients’ partners, either via direct requests for help or via challenges and benefits 

encountered with the use of technical aids when patients and partners pursue common goals. For 

example, findings from the social support literature in the context of couples’ adaptation to 

patients’ functional limitations following RP indicated that active requests for help from patients 

were predictably met with provision of the same by the partner (Knoll, Burkert, Roigas, & Gralla, 

2011; Resendes & McCorkle, 2006). Also, implementing patients’ use of technical aids following 

RP, such as finding the right pads or negotiating means of transportation for pads while pursuing 

out-of-home activities (Ahnis & Knoll, 2008), was reported to be handled by the couple as a team 

(Gray et al., 2000; Phillips et al., 2000). Furthermore, in couples dealing with one partner’s 

health-related functional challenges, support provision was repeatedly shown to be associated 

with better affect in the support provider (e.g., Belcher et al., 2011; Kroemeke, Knoll, & 

Sobczyk-Kruszelnicka, 2019). 

Patients’ use of compensatory secondary control, that is, disengaging from goals and 

protecting one’s motivational resources, is also likely to have effects on partners. On the one 
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hand, couple members’ pursuit of goals of daily living is often shared or coordinated (Fitzsimons, 

Finkel, & vanDellen, 2015; Hoppmann & Gerstorf, 2014). If one partner disengages from 

pursuing a goal due to functional limitations, shared or coordinated goal pursuit has to be re-

negotiated which may impact both partners’ affective responses, for instance, when healthy 

partners have to temporarily take on an additional load. On the other hand, violations of equity 

principles in couples were shown to be tolerated and indeed thought to be more fair by spouses 

appraising scenarios of couples where one partner faced severe cancer-related functional 

limitations (Kuijer, Buunk, & Ybema, 2001). Moreover, early following patients’ RP, partners 

have been reported to worry about patients’ taking on too many activities instead of being easy 

on themselves (Phillips et al., 2000), which may indicate partners’ appreciation of patients’ goal 

disengagement at this time. Therefore, during early phases of adaptation to RP-related functional 

limitations, patients’ use of compensatory secondary control may be beneficial for patients’ 

(Wrosch et al., 2004; Barlow et al., 2019) and partners’ affective responses.  

In sum, it is expected that patients’ use of compensatory control strategies in handling daily 

life with new functional limitations will have positive effects on their partners’ affective 

responses. Consistent effects of patients’ use of selective control strategies seem less likely, 

however, and will be explored.   

Aims and Hypotheses 

This study examines patients’ and partners’ adaptation to the onset of urinary incontinence 

in patients over the course of the first week following the removal of the indwelling post-

operative catheter after patients’ RP. Patients’ levels of incontinence and daily use of control 

strategies are investigated as predictors of patients’ and partners’ affect as they first adapt to the 

onset and unpredictable course of this functional limitation.  
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As such, this study contributes new evidence on the immediate affective correlates of the 

post-RP experience of patients and their partners. It provides first evidence of individual daily use 

of control strategies while coming to terms with newly experienced health-related functional 

limitations and extends the investigation of affect correlates of control strategy use from an 

individual to an inter-personal level. Moreover, this study uses a diary design which affords the 

opportunity to separate within-person from between-person associations of proposed predictors 

and outcomes in patients and partners. To date, predictions of the MTD have mostly been 

investigated from a between-person perspective (cf. Heckhausen et al., 2019), but not much is 

known about whether predictions hold for within-person associations that capture flexible 

adaptation of control-strategy use and its associations with affect.  

In accordance with evidence and propositions reviewed above, it is hypothesized that the 

severity of incontinence experienced by patients following RP would be associated with patients’ 

(Hypothesis [H] 1) and partners’ (H2) daily affect, that is, positive associations with negative 

affect and negative associations with positive affect are expected. It is also hypothesized that 

patients’ use of selective primary and secondary control strategies would be associated with 

higher positive affect and lower negative affect in patients (H3). Moreover, it is hypothesized that 

patients’ use of compensatory primary and secondary control would be associated with patients’ 

(H4) and partners’ (H5) daily affect. Specifically, it is expected that during this early phase of 

adaptation to post-surgery incontinence, patients’ use of compensatory control would be 

associated with less negative affect and more positive affect in both patients and partners (Table 

1). All hypotheses refer to both within- and between-person associations.  

-Table 1 about here- 
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In addition to these hypotheses, we explore potential associations of patients’ use of 

selective control strategies on partners’ daily affect and whether any of the control strategy-affect 

associations are further moderated by indicators of patients’ incontinence severity.  

Method 

Procedure 

Data came from a larger longitudinal project with couples managing patients’ post-surgery 

sequelae following RP (e.g., Knoll et al., 2014). This report includes data from the first 

measurement prior to patients’ surgeries and from an 8-day daily diary phase that took place after 

patients’ discharge from the hospital and started on the day of the removal of their post-surgery 

indwelling catheters. Prior studies using data from this project focused on 4 additional longer-

term follow-up assessments up to 7 months post-surgery (e.g., Knoll et al., 2014; Knoll et al., 

2015). Couples received a compensation of 110 EUR at the end the study for full study 

participation. The study procedure was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the 

university hospital where patients were treated. 

Couples were recruited from two departments of urology of a large German university 

hospital between 2009 and 2011. The first measurement took place upon patients’ admission to 

the hospital, one day prior to surgery. Study research assistants approached patients and their 

partners at the departments of urology, presented information on the study, explained study 

materials, and asked for written informed consent. Questionnaires were left with participants and 

picked up again on the same day. If partners were not present, partners’ study materials were 

either left with patients to hand them to their partners later or sent to couples’ homes via mail. 

Post-operative 8-day diary assessments started on the day of catheter removal following patients’ 

discharge from the hospital. Following catheter removal, patients and partners were approached 

by research assistants at the departments of urology and instructed how to complete the diaries. 
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Patients and partners were asked to complete diaries each night before going to bed, to do so 

independent of each other, and to return completed diaries via mail. If partners were not present, 

patients were handed the diary material and written instructions for their partners. The following 

day, couples were telephoned and asked if they had questions about completing the diaries.  

Participants 

A total of 209 patients scheduled for RP and their partners were enrolled in the study. 

Inclusion criteria were patients’ undergoing RP and living in a relationship with a heterosexual 

partner. Exclusion criteria were not having a partner, the partner’s refusal to participate in the 

study, and insufficient comprehension of the German language. Of the 209 couples enrolled, 15 

couples dropped out immediately following their inclusion in the study and another 14 couples 

dropped out before the diary assessment (cumulative dropout at this point: 13.88%). A total of 

180 patients (86.12% of 209) and 177 partners (84.69% of 209) returned diaries with at least one 

diary day completed. Returning any diary data (continuers: coded 1) was associated with patient 

reports on living with children in the household (less likely the case in continuers; rho = -.15, p = 

.048) and partner multimorbidity (higher in continuers; rho = .23, p = .001). 

Of the couples who had returned any diary data, up to 2.78% of patients and up to 2.26% of 

partners chose not to relay socio-demographic information at the first measurement point. 

Patients’ mean age was 63.43 years (SD = 6.73, range 46 to 77), partners’ mean age was 60.18 

years (SD = 7.84, range 39-75). Mean relationship duration as reported by patients was 32.40 

years (SD = 13.96). Most patients were married to their partners (87.60%), the remainder were in 

a committed relationship. The majority of patients (88.70%) and partners (85.88%) reported to 

have children. Regarding school education, 50.29% of patients and 40.36% of partners reported 

more than ten years of schooling, the remainder reported nine or ten years of schooling. More 

than half of the patients (56.25%) and 48.02% of the partners were retired. Patients’ tumors 
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varied in size (TNM classification; “T”: 1 = 1.11%; 2 = 66.11%; 3 = 32.22%), 17 tumors had 

spread to lymph nodes (“N”: 1 = 9.44%), and one had metastasized (“M”: 1 = 0.55%).  

Measures 

Except for patients’ and partners’ multimorbidity all variables were assessed daily. To 

determine how well daily measures (of at least two items) were able to capture change (reliability 

of measurement of change; RC) and stable between-person differences (reliability of the overall 

mean of item responses across days; RKF, where k: number of days; f: fixed set of items), a 

method proposed by Cranford and colleagues (2006) was used.  

Patients’ and partners’ daily positive and negative affect were assessed with a 10-item short 

form of the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; MacKinnon et al., 1999). Response 

scales ranged between 0 (not at all) and 3 (very much). Reliabilities for negative affect were RC = 

.77 and RKF = .98 in patients and RC = .71 and RKF = .97 in partners. Reliability indicators for 

positive affect were RC = .57 and RKF = .98 in patients and RC = .58 and RKF =.97 in partners.  

Daily patient-reported urinary incontinence was measured by the German short form of the 

International Consultation of Incontinence Questionnaire (ICQ-SF; Karantanis, Fynes, Moore, & 

Stanton, 2004). The ICQ-SF weighted sum score, built of 3 items assessing frequency of 

incontinence, amount of urine leaked, and burden by incontinence, ranges from 0 to 21. RC was 

.57, whereas RKF was .99. Partner-reports of patients’ burden by incontinence, was assessed by 

the burden by incontinence item of the ICQ-SF [response scale: 0 (not at all) to 10 (strongly)], 

which was rephrased: “How strongly did your partner feel affected by leaking urine?”. Partners 

were instructed to indicate strength of patients’ burden on that day.  

Patient-reported daily incontinence-specific control strategies were measured with an 

adapted short form of the Health-specific Optimization in Primary and Secondary Control Scales 

(Schulz & Heckhausen, 1998; for item wording, see Table S1 in supplemental materials). 
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Response scales ranged from 1 (does not at all apply) to 5 (applies exactly). Reliability indicators 

for selective primary control were RC = .53 and RKF = .98, for selective secondary control they 

amounted to RC = .45 and RKF = .98, and for compensatory primary control they were RC = .23 

and RKF = .96; all of them were assessed with two-item scales. Compensatory secondary control 

was assessed with 4 items, with RC = .48 and RKF = .98. In sum, all RC were low and lower than 

their respective RKF counterparts, which is probably due to the small number of items. This 

typically has a higher impact on RC than on RKF because of the aggregation across days in the 

latter (Cranford et al., 2006). Moreover, the RC indicator for compensatory primary control was 

particularly low, likely because the scale consisted of one item describing use of technical aids to 

accomplish daily activities and another the request of help from other persons. This subscale was 

thus framed more in a “multiple-act” (Carver, Scheier, & Weintraub, 1989; p. 271) manner, than 

the other control strategy subscales that were framed in a more abstract construct-oriented way. 

Whereas the former approach carries a higher risk of low internal consistency, examples from the 

coping literature show that this is not necessarily a risk for validity (e.g., Carver et al., 1989). 

Same-day between-person correlations among control strategies fluctuated over the course of the 

assessment week and were moderate to high in size. Consistently high correlations (r = .62 to r = 

.72, all ps < .001) emerged between selective primary and selective secondary control.  

Patient and partner multimorbidity was assessed at the first measurement point in time 

using a list of 34 chronic diseases (adapted from Charlson, Szatrowski, Peterson, & Gold, 1994). 

Multimorbidity was captured with a sum score of present diseases assessed via self-report. 

Data Analyses 

Patients and partners served different roles in this study, as only one member of the couple, 

the patient, experienced incontinence. As a result, except for daily affect, most data were not fully 

dyadically assessed. For instance, incontinence-specific control strategies were assessed from 
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patients only, incontinence-indicators were assessed as self-reports from patients and in a reduced 

form as other-reports from partners. Therefore, and to limit model complexity, separate models 

were fit for patients and partners. However, because members of a couple tend to covary in their 

daily affect (e.g., Hoppmann & Gerstorf, 2014), in main analyses, a respective partner effect of 

the specific affect indicator that served as an outcome was accounted for as a covariate. 

First-day diary data were excluded from analyses as visual inspection indicated initial 

elevation in some variables (Shrout et al., 2018). Furthermore, n = 14 patients returned to 

wearing an indwelling catheter during the diary week, with individual wear time varying between 

1 and 6 days. Days when catheters were worn (n = 45 days from these 14 patients) were removed 

from the data as they did not reflect the experience of the population under study.  

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS 25. For main analyses, two-level mixed models (level 

1: within-person level; level 2: between-person level) predicting patient or partner affect 

indicators were fit. Following suggestions by Bolger and Laurenceau (2013), we first centered the 

models’ mixed time-varying predictors and covariates to arrive at meaningful interpretations of 

zeros and to divide the within- from between-parts of their variance. First, we subtracted the 

grand mean (across subjects and time points) from the predictors’ and covariates’ raw scores (i.e., 

grand-mean centering). Using these previously grand-mean centered versions of predictors and 

covariates, we determined the individual person-means across time points [henceforth denoted by 

“(between)”] and the daily within-subject deviations from these person means [henceforth 

denoted by “(within)”]. Additionally, linear and up to quadratic time trends were created as 

within-person level covariates and centered on the first diary day used in this study. 

Multimorbidity, assessed only at the first measurement point, was used as another between-

person level covariate and was grand-mean centered.  
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To illustrate the two-level models that were then fit, we use Model 1 (see Table 3) as an 

example. Patient daily negative affect served as an outcome. Predictors at the within-person level 

were patient incontinence (within), patient selective primary-, selective secondary-, 

compensatory primary-, and compensatory secondary control (each within). Within-person level 

covariates were time and partner negative affect (within). Between-person level predictors were 

patient incontinence (between), patient selective primary-, selective secondary-, compensatory 

primary-, and compensatory secondary control (each between). Between-person level covariates 

were patient multimorbidity (between) and partner negative affect (between). Note that the 

intercept of this model denotes the predicted value of daily patient negative affect when all 

predictors and covariates in the model are zero (e.g., average). 

Models with partner affect as outcomes included respective within- and between-level 

indicators of patient affect, partner-reported patient burden by incontinence, and patient control 

strategies in addition to time (within-person level) and partner multimorbidity (between-person 

level) as other covariates. When interactions between predictors were tested, their respective 

within- and between-level versions were included in the models. Interactions were followed-up 

with simple slope analyses and plotted (Preacher, Curran, & Bauer, 2006). Only interactions that 

were found to be statistically significant in preliminary analyses are reported. 

Testing random effects, priority for keeping it “maximal” (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 

2013, p. 255) was given to predictors involved in hypotheses (i.e., focal predictors). First, models 

estimating all random effects of focal predictors at once were fit, but none converged. Then a 

sequence of models were fit in which just one of the focal predictors was estimated as a random 

effect. If any of these models did not converge, their random effects were not further considered. 

If models converged, findings regarding this focal predictor in fixed and random model versions 

were compared. If fixed-effect estimates for this focal predictor turned out to be non-significant 
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once the random effect was estimated, this random effect was kept. Then all (remaining) possible 

combinations of random effects of focal predictors were tested and the maximal version that still 

converged was retained. Following this, a sequence of additional models estimating random 

effects of the remaining covariates were tested. In models with interactions a similar sequence of 

tests were performed, except random effects of interaction terms were always given priority. 

A restricted maximum likelihood estimation and an autoregressive error variance-

covariance structure (AR1) were used (Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013). Within- and between-person 

level findings of full models, accounting for covariates, incontinence, and all control strategies as 

competing predictors, are reported. Sensitivity analyses following up on unique predictors and re-

examining them in reduced models without competing predictors or covariates are reported in 

supplemental materials.  

Results 

Descriptive Results 

In Table 2, descriptive results from two-level models estimating change in patients’ and 

partners’ central variables are reported. Patient-reported incontinence, that was present to some 

degree in about 95% of patients, showed much between-person variability in terms of both 

starting points and slopes. On average, patient-reported incontinence severity fell just below the 

theoretical midpoint of the scale (with 8.99, the scale ranging between 0 and 21) at the beginning 

of the diary week and linearly decreased by about 0.18 points per day. Patients’ reports on 

incontinence were mirrored by their partners’ reports on patients’ burden by incontinence. 

Partners’ reports indicated a linear decrease in patients’ burden by incontinence over time, with 

substantial between-person variation in starting points and slopes. Correlations of patient 

accounts of their own incontinence and partners’ accounts of patients’ burden by incontinence 

were rwithin = .26 and rbetween = .75 (all p < .001). 
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During the week, patients’ (at p = .051) and partners’ negative affect decreased linearly on 

average, however, again with much between-person variance in intercepts and slopes. Whereas 

partners’ positive affect decreased over time, patients’ positive affect initially decreased on 

average, but took an upward slope thereafter. Again, patients and partners varied significantly in 

terms of initial levels of positive affect. Rates of change varied for partners, but not for patients. 

Except for compensatory primary control, which decreased linearly, patients’ use of most 

control strategies did not show systematic change. Significant between-person variation in both 

starting points and slopes was observed in most control strategies, except for selective primary 

control where no significant variation in slopes was observed (Table 2).  

-Table 2 about here- 

Associations of Patients’ Incontinence and Control Strategies with Patients’ Daily Affect 

Estimates for two-level models are reported in Table 3. Controlling for time, respective 

indicators of concurrent partner-affect, and patient multimorbidity, associations between 

proposed between- and within-person versions of predictors and patient negative (Model 1) and 

positive (Model 2) affect were estimated. Model 3, predicting patient negative affect, additionally 

examined an interaction of patient selective primary control and patient incontinence. Preliminary 

analyses indicated that no such statistically significant interactions emerged in models predicting 

patient positive affect. Thus, these models are not reported. 

-Table 3 about here- 

At the within-person level and in accordance with H1, patient incontinence was associated 

with both affect indicators (Table 3). On days with more severe incontinence, patients reported 

more negative and less positive affect. In support of H3, on days with higher use of selective 

primary control, i.e. when patients invested many resources and much energy in pursuing their 

goals despite their incontinence, they also reported less negative and more positive affect (Table 
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3, Models 1 and 2). For patients’ negative affect, this within-association was further qualified by 

patient incontinence (Table 3, Model 3). On days when patients used much selective primary 

control, they also reported lower negative affect, but only when they also experienced higher (M 

+ 1 SD) levels of incontinence that day, simple slope (SE) = -0.172 (0.059), z = -2.926, p = .003. 

At lower levels of daily incontinence (M - 1 SD), no within-person association of patients’ use of 

selective primary control with negative affect emerged, simple slope (SE) = 0.035 (0.054), z = 

0.644, p = .519 (Figure 1, Panel A). Not supporting H3 or H4, neither patient selective secondary 

control, indicating enhanced commitment to goal pursuit, nor any of the compensatory control 

strategies were related with any indicator of affect at the within-person level (Table 3).  

Between-person level findings were similar to those at the within-person level. In 

accordance with H1, average incontinence severity during the diary week was positively related 

with negative and negatively related with positive affect in patients. In partial support of H3, 

patients who, on average, used much selective primary control during the diary week, that is 

invested many resources into goal pursuit, reported lower negative affect (Table 3, Model 1) than 

patients reporting lower use of selective primary control. Also resembling within-person level 

findings, the latter association was moderated by patients’ mean incontinence severity during the 

week (Table 3, Model 3). At the between person-level, however, both patients with high [simple 

slope (SE) = -0.258 (0.060), z = -4.331, p < .001] and low incontinence severity [simple slope 

(SE) = -0.118 (0.057), z = -2.077, p = .038] reported lower negative affect when they used much 

selective primary control (Figure 1, Panel B). Slopes were more pronounced in patients with high 

average incontinence severity. Additionally, and also in partial accordance with H3, patients who 

used much selective secondary control, that is, reported high intensities of motivational 

commitment to achieve a goal on average, experienced higher positive, but not lower negative 

affect (Table 3, Model 2). Again resembling findings at the within-person level, no support was 
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found for H4. Neither patients’ average use of compensatory primary, nor compensatory 

secondary control were associated with patient affect. 

--Figure 1 about here-- 

Sensitivity analyses using control strategies as single, not competing, predictors and 

without covariates yielded the same pattern of findings (see supplemental material, Table S2).  

Associations of Partner-reported Patient Incontinence Burden and Patient Control 

Strategies with Partners’ Daily Affect 

Estimates for two-level models are reported in Table 4. Controlling for time, respective 

indicators of concurrent patient affect, and partner multimorbidity, partner (P) models estimated 

associations of between- and within-person versions of predictors and partners’ daily negative 

(Model P1) and positive (Model P2) affect. Model P3, predicting partners’ negative affect, 

additionally included an interaction of patient compensatory primary control with partner-

reported patient burden by incontinence. As preliminary analyses indicated that no such 

statistically significant interactions emerged in models predicting partners’ positive affect, these 

models are not reported. 

-Table 4 about here- 

At the within-person level, supporting H2, partner-reports of patient burden by incontinence 

was associated with partner negative and positive affect (Table 4). On days when partners rated 

patients’ burden by incontinence as particularly high, partners experienced higher negative and 

lower positive affect. Not in support of H5, no statistically significant associations of within-

person indicators of patient compensatory primary or secondary control with partners’ affect 

emerged (Table 4, Models P1 and P2). However, a significant interaction term of patient 

compensatory primary control and partner-reported patient burden by incontinence emerged at 

the within-person level when partners’ negative affect served as an outcome (Table 4, Model P3). 
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The plotted interaction (Figure 2) indicates that on days when partners rated patients’ burden by 

incontinence as particularly high (M + 1 SD), patients’ use of compensatory primary control, i.e., 

using technical aids and help to achieve goals of daily living, was associated with lower negative 

affect in partners [simple slope (SE) =  -0.141 (0.050), z = -2.823, p = .005]. On days with lower 

partner-reported patient burden by incontinence (M - 1 SD), patients’ use of compensatory 

primary control and partners’ negative affect were unrelated [simple slope (SE) = 0.051 (0.051), z 

= 1.002, p = .316]. Moreover, none of patients’ within-person indicators of selective control 

strategies were related with partners’ daily affect.   

-Figure 2 about here- 

Confirming H2 at the between-person level, average partner-reported patient incontinence 

burden was positively related with partners’ negative affect and negatively related with their 

positive affect (Table 4). No simple nor moderated associations between patients’ average use of 

any control strategy and partners’ affect were observed at the between-person level. Thus, no 

support for H5 was encountered at this level of analysis. 

Sensitivity analyses without covariates or competing predictors yielded the same pattern of 

findings (see supplemental material, Table S3). 

Discussion 

This study addressed prostate cancer patients’ and their partners’ adaptation to the onset of 

patients’ urinary incontinence over one week following patients’ RP. Patients’ levels of 

incontinence and daily use of control strategies were investigated as correlates of patients’ and 

partners’ positive and negative affect. 

As predicted (H1, H2), both patients’ and partners’ affect was associated with the intensity 

of incontinence experienced by patients, at both levels of analysis and even while the concurrent 

affect of the respective other member of the couple was controlled. These findings of patients’ 
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and partners’ higher negative affect and lower positive affect contingent on patients’ incontinence 

episodes show the severity of day-to-day challenges faced by couples in coming to terms with the 

onset of this functional limitation. Previous qualitative studies have reported converging patterns 

of patients’ feelings of shame, as well as patients’ and partners’ initial surprise about the impact 

of this functional limitation along with the initial hassle of finding the right technical aids and 

incorporating their use in daily life (Gray et al., 2000; Phillips et al., 2000).  

In the present research, however, also evidence for a beginning emotional adaptation in 

patients and partners emerged early after surgery. Both patients’ (at p = .051) and partners’ 

negative affect decreased during the course of the diary week. Moreover, after an initial 

downturn, patients’ positive affect increased again. Decreasing levels of positive affect in 

partners over the diary week might reflect beginning signs of tiredness or less activation due to 

the caregiving load. Positive affect as operationalized in this study capitalized on high activation 

positive affect states such as being excited, alert, or enthusiastic (Mackinnon et al., 1999).  

Associations Between Patients’ Control Strategies and Affect  

For patients, findings partially supported predictions from MTD (e.g., Heckhausen et al., 

2010) and H3 about relations between patients’ use of selective control strategies to navigate goal 

pursuit in spite of incontinence.  

Consistent with MTD’s proposal that “primary control holds functional primacy in the 

motivational system” (Heckhausen et al., 2010; p. 32), selective primary control or the 

investment of personal resources into goal pursuit despite losses in functional health, was a 

consistent within- and between-person correlate of more positive and less negative daily affect in 

patients. Notably, in terms of negative affect, selective primary control appeared to be 

particularly helpful for patients with pronounced incontinence severity. Both at within- and 

between-person levels, patients experiencing high levels of incontinence exhibited a stronger 
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negative association between selective primary control and negative affect than patients with 

comparatively less pronounced incontinence did. At higher levels of incontinence, an early sense 

of mastery in coping with this new functional limitation might have buffered patients’ stress, 

even at the expense of having to invest more effort (e.g., Bandura, 1997). Moreover, reduced 

distress in these instances might indicate relief at being able to reclaim pre-surgery levels of 

functioning (Phillips et al., 2000). On the other hand, when incontinence was not pronounced, 

patients probably experienced less disruptions in their daily lives, thus running less risk to 

experience elevated negative affect. 

Patients’ use of selective secondary control, that is boosting one’s motivational 

commitment to a goal, was related with higher positive affect only at the between-level of 

analysis and not at all with patients’ negative affect. Selective secondary control only needs to be 

used if goal commitment is threatened. That in itself can be associated with worse affect. On the 

other hand, actively working against loss of goal commitment by using selective secondary 

control can improve affect. Maybe these two processes mostly cancelled each other out.  

A similar explanation, combined with this study’s focus on an early stage of patients’ 

rehabilitation, might account for the overall lack of support for H4. No associations emerged 

between patients’ compensatory control and their affect. As for compensatory primary control, 

seeking help and using technical aids, aside from being conductive of goal attainment if 

functional limitations are present, may also incur costs. For instance, until routines for use of 

sanitary pads are established, use of these technical aids might provoke irritation. Also, asking 

others for help can incur costs, such as feeling indebted (Kuijer et al., 2001) or embarrassed about 

the reason for having to seek help (Phillips et al., 2000). Both sorts of costs may have cancelled 

out elation or relief about goal attainment at this early stage of managing incontinence.  
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An unexpected lack of associations of compensatory secondary control, referring to goal 

disengagement and the protection of motivational resources, with patients’ affect indicators might 

also be due to the early rehabilitation phase. First, if patients were aware that incontinence is 

likely to improve, they may not have expected lasting, but rather temporal goal disengagement at 

that time (Knoll et al., 2014). Also, during this time, patients and their partners were reported to 

be immersed in setting up routines to handle technical aids to curb the effects of incontinence 

(Phillips et al., 2000). Until such routines were set up, patients may have temporarily shelved 

goals that they expected to take up soon again, once they had mastered use of technical aids.  

Another reason for not encountering within-person associations of compensatory control 

strategies with patient affect might be the low reliability of the measurement of change in these 

scales, which is discussed in the limitations section below. 

Associations Between Patients’ Control Strategies and Partners’ Affect 

The relationships between patient control strategy use and partners’ affect differed from 

relationships between patients’ strategies and their own affect. In partial support of H5, 

compensatory primary control as practiced by patients was negatively related with their partners’ 

negative affect, but only on days when partners thought patient-burden by incontinence was 

pronounced. Patients’ using technical aids and asking for help to curb particularly disruptive 

effects of incontinence episodes on daily goal pursuit could have relieved partners for a number 

of reasons. First, using pads as technical aids when incontinence was very pronounced would 

have increased couples’ range of pursuit of common goals at least to some degree (Hoppmann & 

Gerstorf, 2014). Prevention of leakage when incontinence was pronounced would have also 

reduced partners’ workload, in terms of laundry or protective measures (Ahnis & Knoll, 2008). 

Furthermore, on days when partners were asked for help and rated patients’ burden by 

incontinence as high, partners might have derived the well-documented benefits for support 
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providers (e.g., Belcher et al., 2011; Kroemeke et al., 2019). Witnessing partners’ suffering is a 

stressor for caregivers (Monin & Schulz, 2009, 2010). Being asked for assistance may not only 

increase the perception of being needed, but also of being able to effectively aid the partner and 

help control his suffering (for reviews see Batson & Powell, 2003; Monin & Schulz, 2009, 2010).  

In contrast to H5, no associations between patients’ use of compensatory secondary control 

and partners’ daily affect were observed. It was expected that patients’ goal disengagement and 

protection of motivational resources would be associated with better overall affect not only in 

patients, but also in partners. This soon following patients’ RP, and based on prior qualitative 

findings (Phillips et al, 2000), we had assumed relief on the partners’ side at patients’ not 

exerting themselves and rather, perhaps temporarily, disengaging from goals. Moreover, we had 

expected that although goal pursuit is often shared or coordinated in couples (Fitzsimons et al., 

2015; Hoppmann & Gerstorf, 2014) and goal disengagement by one partner may disrupt this 

balance, healthy partners would still benefit from the role of support providers (Kroemeke et al., 

2019; Kuijer et al., 2001). Perhaps the opposing effects of relief and being needed on one side 

versus disruption of shared activities and partners’ beginning emotional costs on the other were 

responsible for these null findings. 

Exploratory analyses yielded no associations of patients’ use of selective primary or 

secondary control strategies with partners’ affect. On the one hand, patients’ allocating more 

effort or intensifying commitment to goal pursuit might have gone unnoticed by partners. On the 

other hand, past findings indicated that partners feared patients might overtax themselves, in 

trying to keep up with their daily routines during early phases of rehabilitation, thus essentially 

practicing selective primary and likely also selective secondary control (Phillips et al., 2000). 

Future work might capture these effects by assessing partners’ perceptions of patients’ control 

strategies (as other reports) which should also yield a more proximal predictor of partners’ affect.  
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Limitations and Outlook 

Next to this study’s strengths, including a diary design and a relatively large sample of 

couples facing sequelae of RP, also its limitations should be acknowledged. First, only same-time 

associations were reported which leaves open the question of predictive direction and raises the 

issue of reverse causality for many of the above reported findings. In preliminary analyses not 

reported here, lagged models, using predictors from the day before to account for affect on the 

present day, were run, but did not yield reliable findings. Possibly an experience sampling design 

with multiple assessments per day would have been more appropriate to capture shorter-term 

adaptations (Scholz, 2019). Further, low reliabilities in the measurement of change in control 

strategy indicators (specifically compensatory primary control) may have accounted for some of 

the encountered null-findings. Whereas the use of more comprehensive and longer measures 

would have been desirable, one important goal was to keep participant load as low as feasible.  

Additionally, medium to high inter-scale correlations likely compromised efficiency in statistical 

testing. However, sensitivity analyses where control strategies were entered in models without 

their competing counterparts, indicated that the lack of efficiency was not too perilous. Finally, 

the population under study, that is, heterosexual couples adapting to men’s sequelae of RP, 

confounded role and gender. Findings from this study might thus not generalize to other patient-

caregiver populations where this confound is either not present or the other way around. 

Conclusion and Implications 

In conclusion, this study provided evidence on couples’ daily affect at the onset of patients’ 

functional limitations a few days after RP. Both patients’ and partners’ affect were directly 

associated with patients’ incontinence on a given day, even while the respective other couple 

member’s concurrent affect was controlled. Parts of these associations might be buffered by 

educating patients and their partners ahead of time not only about the nature and development of 
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post-surgery incontinence, but also about how different technical aids may help alleviate its 

consequences (cf. Phillips et al., 2000, Resendes & McCorkle, 2006). During this early phase of 

post-surgery rehabilitation, better affect in patients was tied to incontinence-specific control 

strategies that maximize self-reliant goal pursuit, especially when their symptom load was strong. 

This apparently beneficial misfit may indicate patients’ desire to reclaim a pre-surgery level of 

functioning. At the same time, better affect in partners was evident when patients showed a closer 

fit between their control strategy use and symptom load. This constellation, if persistent, might 

give rise to conflict in couples in the long run. However, the overall development of most affect 

indicators in patients and partners suggested productive adaptation over the course of the week.    
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Table 1. Brief Definitions of Control Strategies and Control-Strategy Related Hypotheses  

Control Strategy  Brief Definition Related Hypotheses 

Selective primary control 

Investing personal resources 

(e.g., effort, time) into goal 

pursuit, even if obstacles are 

encountered (i.e., persistence) 

Patients’ use of selective control 

strategies: 

Negative associations with negative 

affect and positive association with 

positive affect in patients (H3); 

associations with partners’ affect 

explored 
Selective secondary control 

Intensifying one’s 

commitment to achieve a goal 

(e.g., reminding oneself of the 

importance of the goal) 

Compensatory primary 

control 

Using detours or external 

resources (e.g., technical aids, 

help) to achieve one’s goals 

Patients’ use of compensatory control 

strategies: 

Negative associations with negative 

affect and positive associations with 

positive affect in patients (H4) and 

partners (H5)  
Compensatory secondary 

control 

Disengaging from goal and 

protecting motivational 

resources for use in other goal 

pursuits 

Note. H: Hypothesis. All hypotheses refer to within- and between-person associations. 
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Central Variables  

 ICC Fixed Effect Estimates (SE)  Random Effect Estimates (SE) 

Scale (scale’s range)  Intercept TIME TIME2 
 

Intercept TIME TIME2 
Level-1 

Residual 
AR1-rho 

Patient-reported incontinence 

(0-21) 

0.831 8.999 

(0.381)*** 

-0.175 

(0.046)*** 

  23.553 

(2.761)*** 

0.195 

(0.042)*** 

 3.410 

(0.276)*** 

0.211 

(0.062)** 

Partner-reported patient 

burden by incontinence (0-10)  

0.875 4.990 

(0.264)*** 

-0.071 

(0.029)* 

  11.172 

(1.318)*** 

0.074 

(0.017)*** 

 1.424 

(0.122)*** 

0.272 

(0.060)*** 

Patient’s negative affect  

(0-3) 

0.584 0.479 

(0.042)*** 

-0.014 

(0.007)† 

  0.235 

(0.034)*** 

0.004 

(0.001)** 

 0.128 

(0.008)*** 

0.090 

(0.051)† 

Patients’ positive affect 

(0-3) 

0.735 1.371 

(0.050)*** 

-0.0686 

(0.019)** 

0.010 

(0.003)** 

 0.363 

(0.048)*** 

0.016 

(0.008)† 

0.001 

(0.001) 

0.096 

(0.008)*** 

0.068 

(0.062) 

Partners’ negative affect  

(0-3) 

0.594 0.524 

(0.037)*** 

-0.020 

(0.007)** 

  0.178 

(0.027)*** 

0.003 

(0.001)** 

 0.106 

(0.007)*** 

0.109 

(0.057)† 

Partners’ positive affect  

(0-3) 

0.694 1.311 

(0.047)*** 

-0.022 

(0.008)** 

  0.313 

(0.042)*** 

0.005 

(0.001)*** 

 0.115 

(0.008)*** 

0.110 

(0.056)† 

Patients’ selective primary 

control (1-5) 

0.771 4.047 

(0.070)*** 

0.001 

(0.010) 

  0.678 

(0.102)*** 

0.005 (0.003)  0.255 

(0.030)*** 

0.371 

(0.068)*** 

Patients’ selective secondary 

control (1-5) 

0.807 3.837 

(0.080)*** 

-0.013 

(0.011) 

  0.942 

(0.126)*** 

0.008 

(0.003)* 

 0.241 

(0.026)*** 

0.346 

(0.066)*** 

Patients’ compensatory 

primary control (1-5) 

0.762 4.271 

(0.061)*** 

-0.025 

(0.010)** 

  0.521 

(0.076)*** 

0.006 

(0.002)** 

 0.185 

(0.020)*** 

0.361 

(0.066)*** 

Patients’ compensatory 

secondary control (1-5) 

0.824 3.345 

(0.069)*** 

-0.012 

(0.010) 

  0.738 

(0.091)*** 

0.011 

(0.002)*** 

 0.144 

(0.012)*** 

0.229 

(0.063)*** 

Note. 174 < n < 178 due to missing values. 1132 < observations < 1170 due to missing values † p < .10, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. ICC: Intra-class correlation; SE: 

standard error.
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Table 3. Patients’ Two-level Model Estimates with Negative and Positive Affect as Outcomes. 

 
Patients’ negative 

affect (Model 1) 

 Patients’ positive 

affect (Model 2) 

 Patients’ negative 

affect (Model 3) 

 

 Est (SE) p Est (SE) p Est (SE) p 

Intercept 0.442 (0.037) <.001 1.382 (0.043) <.001 0.425 (0.034) <.001 

Partner affect (between) 0.340 (0.069) <.001 0.189 (0.069) .007 0.317 (0.068) <.001 

Patient multimorbidity 0.031 (0.011) .006 0.005 (0.014) .714 0.031 (0.011) .005 

Patient incontinence (between) 0.024 (0.007) .002 -0.047 (0.010) <.001 0.022 (0.007) .003 

Patient selective primary control (between) -0.186 (0.052) <.001 0.111 (0.066) .095 -0.188 (0.051) <.001 

Patient selective secondary control (between) 0.074 (0.049) .133 0.135 (0.063) .034 0.054 (0.049) .269 

Patient compensatory primary control (between) -0.002 (0.052) .964 0.010 (0.066) .877 -0.024 (0.052) .643 

Patient compensatory secondary control (between) 0.023 (0.045) .610 -0.048 (0.058) .407 0.018 (0.044) .682 

Patient selective primary control (between) x patient incontinence 

(between) 

--  --  -0.015 (0.006) .012 

Time -0.004 (0.007) .565 -0.071 (0.019) <.001 -0.005 (0.006) .410 

Time2 --  0.010 (0.003) .001 --  

Partner affect (within) 0.214 (0.042) <.001 0.104 (0.029) <.001 0.183 (0.031) <.001 

Patient incontinence (within)  0.050 (0.006) <.001 -0.033 (0.007) <.001 0.043 (0.008) <.001 

Patient selective primary control (within) -0.090 (0.029) .002 0.074 (0.031) .018 -0.068 (0.036) .061 

Patient selective secondary control (within) -0.039 (0.027) .154 0.010 (0.027) .711 -0.046 (0.033) .168 

Patient compensatory primary control (within) 0.013 (0.033) .697 0.031 (0.028) .263 0.014 (0.029) .627 

Patient compensatory secondary control (within) -0.040 (0.040) .331 0.054 (0.034) .119 -0.051 (0.030) .094 

Patient selective primary control (within) x incontinence (within) --  --  -0.055 (0.023) .021 

Random effects       

Intercept 0.157 (0.025) <.001 0.193 (0.025) <.001 0.114 (0.015) <.001 

Time 0.002 (0.001) .009 --    

Partner affect (within) 0.047 (0.023) .044 --    
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Patient incontinence (within)  --  0.002 (0.001) .009 0.002 (0.001) .001 

Patient selective primary control (within) --  0.017 (0.012) .144 0.043 (0.020) .029 

Patient selective secondary control (within) --  --  0.040 (0.017) .015 

Patient compensatory primary control (within) 0.017 (0.015) .265 --  --  

Patient compensatory secondary control (within) 0.054 (0.023) .019 0.021 (0.015) .159 --  

Patient selective primary control (within) x incontinence (within) --  --  0.017 (0.007) .010 

Residual 0.093 (0.007) <.001 0.099 (0.007) <.001 0.085 (0.006) <.001 

AR1-Rho 0.091 (0.057) .112 0.226 (0.052) <.001 0.147 (0.054) .006 

Note. n = 168. Patients: 1067 < nobservations < 1069. Coefficients are unstandardized. Est: Estimate. SE: Standard error. Fixed effects “--“: fixed effect was not part of the 

model.  Random effects “--“: Random effect was either not part of the model or model did not converge upon inclusion.   
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Table 4. Partners’ Two-level Model Estimates with Partners’ Negative and Positive Affect as Outcomes. 

 
Partners’ negative 

affect (Model P1) 

 Partners’ positive 

affect (Model P2) 

 Partners’ negative 

affect (Model P3) 

 

 Est (SE) p Est (SE) p Est (SE) p 

Intercept 0.494 (0.033) <.001 1.330 (0.044) <.001 0.510 (0.034) <.001 

Patient affect (between) 0.292 (0.067) <.001 0.293 (0.082) <.001 0.284 (0.070) <.001 

Partner multimorbidity 0.031 (0.011) .005 -0.016 (0.016) .312 0.031 (0.011) .006 

Partner-report patient incontinence (between) 0.029 (0.009) .002 -0.037 (0.014) .007 0.031 (0.010) .001 

Patient selective primary control (between) -0.028 (0.051) .575 -0.107 (0.070) .126 -0.042 (0.053) .434 

Patient selective secondary control (between) -0.014 (0.047) .769 0.075 (0.068) .270 -0.009 (0.048) .853 

Patient compensatory primary control (between) -0.046 (0.047) .335 -0.033 (0.068) .635 -0.068 (0.052) .191 

Patient compensatory secondary control (between) -0.001 (0.044) .981 0.027 (0.064) .680 0.002 (0.046) .959 

Patient compensatory primary control (between) x Partner-report patient 

incontinence (between) 

--  --  -0.012 (0.012) .317 

Time -0.016 (0.006) .012 -0.021 (0.008) .006 -0.018 (0.007) .006 

Patient affect (within) 0.190 (0.031) <.001 0.149 (0.036) <.001 0.169 (0.031) <.001 

Partner-report patient incontinence (within) 0.034 (0.011) .004 -0.028 (0.011) .019 0.021 (0.009) .022 

Patient selective primary control (within) 0.019 (0.027) .471 0.001 (0.030) .968 0.009 (0.027) .735 

Patient selective secondary control (within) 0.009 (0.027) .733 0.049 (0.029) .094 -0.004 (0.027) .873 

Patient compensatory primary control (within) -0.052 (0.028) .064 -0.005 (0.031) .862 -0.045 (0.029) .125 

Patient compensatory secondary control (within) -0.005 (0.030) .870 0.003 (0.033) .924 -0.012 (0.033) .714 

Patient compensatory primary control (within) x Partner-report patient 

incontinence (within) 

--  --  -0.082 (0.035) .026 

Random effects       

Intercept 0.121 (0.021) <.001 0.256 (0.038) <.001 0.131 (0.0226) <.001 

Time 0.002 (0.0009) .014 0.004 (0.001) .002 0.003 (0.001) .004 

Partner-report patient incontinence (within) 0.003 (0.002) .133 0.002 (0.002) .385 --  
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Patient selective primary control (within) --  0.007 (0.009) .474 --  

Patient selective secondary control (within) 0.002 (0.007) .727 --  --  

Patient compensatory secondary control (within) --  --  0.013 (0.011) .237 

Patient compensatory primary control (within) x Partner-report patient 

incontinence (within) 

--  --  0.019 (0.013) .143 

Residual 0.096 (0.006) <.001 0.111 (0.009) <.001 0.094 (0.007) <.001 

AR1-Rho 0.069 (0.058) .237 0.140 (0.064) .028 0.083 (0.058) .152 

Note. Partners n = 171. Partners: 1078 < nobservations < 1080 due to missing values. Coefficients are unstandardized. Est: Estimate. SE: Standard error. Fixed effects “--“: 

fixed effect was not part of the model. Random effects “--“: Random effect was either not part of the model or model did not converge upon inclusion.
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[Panel A: Patients, Within-Person Level] 

 
 

[Panel B: Patients, Between-Person Level] 

 
 
Figure 1. Plotted interaction terms for patients’ negative affect. Patient-reported selective primary control x patient-

reported urinary incontince (within-person level) predicting patient negative affect (Panel A). Patient-reported selective 

primary control x patient-reported urinary incontinence (between-person level) predicting patient negative affect (Panel 

B).  “High” and “Low” values plotted at M +/- 1 SD.  * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
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Figure 2. Plotted interaction term for partners’ negative affect. Patient-reported compensatory primary control x 

partner-reported patient burden with urinary incontinence (within-person level) predicting partner negative affect. 

“High” and “Low” values plotted at M +/- 1 SD.  ** p < .01 


